Ultimate Opportunities in the Green Economy: Energy Efficiency, Agri-business and Biotechnology

Tuesday, 16th June 2015 - 16:00

Sustainability GREAT Week - UK House, Palazzo Giureconsulti
Via dei Mercanti 2 – Milan (Sala Colonne)
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Free attendance subject to registration by e-mail: vedogreen@irtop.com or by Phone: +39 02 45473883/4
Green Investor Day

Green Investor Day is an event aimed at matching "green economy" and "innovative finance". Leading representatives of Financial Institutions, Banks and Investors will meet and discuss with top managers of listed and private companies that operate in industries with a strong focus on sustainability in the following areas:

Energy Efficiency, Agri-business and Biotechnology.

AGENDA

15:30 – Registration
16:00 - OPENING

WELCOME by Christopher Prentice – UK Ambassador in Italy

VEDOGREEN OBSERVATORY ON CAPITAL MARKETS - Anna Lambiase, CEO VedoGreen

CSR AND ESG ANALYSIS OF GREEN COMPANIES: CASE STUDIES - Daniela Carosio, Senior Partner SEV

UK STRATEGY FOR ENERGY SAVING - Dave Hodgson, UKTI Specialist Energy Networks

16:30 - «GREEN ECONOMY FRONTIERS» ROUND TABLE

Conference moderator: Marco Gaiazzi, Class CNBC

Companies

- BIO-ON Marco Astorri
- ELECTRA ITALIA Andrea Chinellato
- ENERTRONICA Vito Nardi
- HELIOPOLIS ENERGIA Paolo Signoretti
- ICASCO Pietro Valaguzza
- PLASTICA ALFA Josephine Pace

Investors

- BORSA ITALIANA Barbara Lunghi
- EQUINOX Andrea Bovone
- IDEA CAPITAL FUNDS Sergio Buonanno
- INTEGRAE SIM Matteo Pontello
- GREENITALY1 Anna Lambiase
- QUERCUS IP David Mandiya
- ZOUK Massimo Resta

Cocktail